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In our country, Sailing just has a few decades since the mid-1950s, now it is on 
Asia's premier sailing level already. Especially in recent years, Qingdao, Shenzhen, 
Xiamen and other coastal cities, represented and developed areas to the Olympic 
Games as an opportunity to improve the terminal and infrastructure for carrying out 
the project to create favorable sailing conditions. After several years of exploration, 
China's sailing event in the organization, business operations, etc. have made great 
progress. A number of influential national and international sailing events have been 
operated successfully, such as China Cup, the China club Challenge match and other 
events. Along with the promotion of sailing in our colleges and universities sailing 
have also become stronger. Many colleges along the coast have established the sailing 
team. On the Xiamen city government's support and help, 10 universities have set up 
sailing team in just two years. Xiamen University sailing team has developed rapidly, 
but after the investigation, there are still many problems. We can learn more from this 
example and give some suggestions for other cities. 
as well as a lot of reading on the basis of relevant literature, the author made 
survey to the persons related (leaders, sailing team of teachers and students) .The 
findings show that: sailing is a new sport, sailing team member is not enough, fewer 
opportunities to participate for college students; sailing team training funds and 
training facilities and other hardware problems to be solved; sailing in the campus 
culture is not known. After in-depth study and analysis , the author suggest seven 
possible countermeasures: Increase the total number of sailing team, especially 
colleges and universities can recruit qualified high level yachtsman; Add support to 
the training as soon as possible to resolve sailing vessels and equipment requirements; 
Colleges and universities use vacation time to participate in multi-national team of 
yacht racing to enhance the adaptability of the quake; Play the role of Fujian sailing 
association fully; strengthen the campus community-building sailing, make sailing a 















research resources, water sports center in Xiamen City and Fujian Dongshan State 
sailing training center, so that more scientific research can be applied to sailing in 
college.  
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